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In-plant measurement and analysis of mixtures of uranium and
pIutonium tru-waste using a 252Cfshuffler instrument

Jon R. Hurd *

Los Alamos National Laboratory, MS ES 13

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT
The active-passive ‘2Cf shuiller instrument installed and certified several years ago in Los Alamos National Laboratory’s
plutonium facility, has now been calibrated for dif3erent matrices to measure Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP)destined
transuranic (TRU)-waste. Little or no data currently exist for these types of m-ements in plant environments where
sudden large changes in the neutron background radiation can significantly distort the results. Measurements and analyses
of twenty-two 55-gallon drums, consisting of mixtures of varying quantities of uranium and plutonium in mostly
noncombustible matrices, have been recently completed at the plutonium faciliw. The calibration and measurement
techniques, including the method used to separate out the plutonium componenl will be presented and discussed.
Calculations used to adjust for di13erences in uranium enrichment horn that of the calibration standards will be shown.
Methods used to determine various sources of both random and systematic error will be indicated. Particular attention will
be directed to those problems identified as arising from the plant environment. The results of studies to quant@ the
aforementioned distortion effects in the data will be presented. Various solution scenarios will be outlina along with those
adopted here.

Keywords: ‘2Cf shufEler, transuranic (TNJ)-waste, 55-gallon chums, uranium-plutonium mixtures, matrix calibrations,
background radiatio% enrichment calculations

1. INTRODUCTION
For the past ten years or so, 55-gallon drums containing TN waste consisting of uranium-plutonium mixtures embedded in
mostly noncombustible (dense, heavy) matrices have been gradually accumulating at the plutonium facility at Los Alamos.
While the plutonium component could easily be measured using well known thermrd neutron coincidence techniques’, the
uranium posed a much greater challenge. Conventional y-ray and neutron counting techniques could not be employed
because of the high density of the matrices and very low spontanems fission cross section and heat output of the uranium2.
Clearly, a different method was needed. This new capability was achieved with the recent acquisition and cert&ation4 of
an active-passive ‘2Cfshuffler instrument. Because this instrument induces fissions in uranium and measures the resulting
delayed neutron#, the aforementioned difficulties were surmounted and it became possible, in principle, to measure these
WIPPdestined uranium-plutonium TRU-waste drums.

The intent here is not only to present the measurement results and analysis of these 22 drums bug even more importantly, to
discuss the many challenges (and their resolution) encountered along the way. To this endj the paper is largely structured
along chronological lines in order to describe the actual series of events as they occurred in time. Some of these challenges,
such as distortions in the measured count rates caused by sudden shifts in the neutron background radiation were clearly a
result of the environment. Others, such as standards and matrix material not appropriately matching the measured items,
were caused by a lack of adequate resources. The resolution of many of these dMiculties, along with the final results of the
data analysis, are presented here.

2. MEASUREMENT CHALLENGES
The drums were measured in both passive and active modess on the shuffler to obtain the plutonium and uranium masses,
respectively. In additiok for comparison of the plutonium results, they were also measured on a thermal neutron drum
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counter6 located near the shuffler in the nondestructive assay laboratory. However, before the final mass values could be
obtaine4 several initial challenges had to be met.

2.1 Drum standard
The first obstacle was the lack of a drum standard’ with which to calibrate the shuffler in the active (delayed-neutron
counting) mode for uranium and plutonium. This challenge was met by simply acquiring corrected count rate data in the
active mode and writing the data files to the hard disk of the acquisition computer. The data files were then titten to a
floppy disk and analyzed off line months later after the drum standard had become available and the instrument calibrated.
The final uranium and plutonium masses were then extracted from that count-rate data.

2.2 Data distortion
During acquisition of the count-rate da@ outliers were occasionally (roughly 5’%0on average) observed. In fac~ this
phenomenon had first been noted while acquiring the initial calibration and certification data several years ago4 using
uranium oxide can standaids. At that time, shifting neutron flw caused by movement of nuclear material near the
instrument (see figure 1), was strongly suspected of being the cause but no definitive study had been conducted to prove it.
Here, while acquiring the uranium calibration data with the drum standard movement of nuclear material near the
instrument during the replicate calibration runs was observed to clearly enhance the standard deviation. The decision was
then made to undertake a study of this effect.

Figure 1. Shufller in plant environment Figure 2. 55-gallon drum standard

2.2.1 Study
The data distortions (outliers in the extreme cases) arise not only because of inadequate exterior polyethylene shielding of
the shuftler in a plant environment but also from the way the software handles the data acquisition. The instrument
acquires a background count rate during the first part of each individual nm. This background rate is then subtracted ffom
the gross neutron count rate, consisting of background and delayed neutrons, obtained during the second part of the run. If
neutron+mitting nuclear material is located within several meters of the shuiller during the background acquisition and
then moved away during the gross neutron acquisition the final resdt will be biased low because too much background will
have been subtracted from the gross rate. The converse is also true. If a cart of neutron+mhting items is brought near the
instrument at the midpoint of a run, the final result will be biased high. These situations, of course, represent the extremes



of the distorting process. It isn’t likely in reality that the timing would be so good. Clearly, any distortion between these
extremes can occur depending on the timing and strength (activity) of the distorting source.

In addition to the shifting background source for the distortions, a statistical driver can also be present. If the back~ound
count rate is relatively large and the quantity of uranium being measured in the TRU-waste in the drum is relatively small,
then the delayed neutron count rate results as a small difference between two large numbers. Because the counting statistics
are known to follow a Poisson distributio~ this can generate a relatively large uncertainty. The large neutron background
could arise from any number of conditions: e.g., quantities of nuclear material located near the exterior perimeter of the
instrumen~ a relatively large amount of spontaneously-fissioning plutonium mixed in with the uranium in the TRU-waste
(as was the case here for several of the 22 drums), impunities in the matrix such as fluorine and chlorine which have large
(a,n) cross sections, etc. In any case, before addressing this potential statistical contributio~ the shifting background issue
must be examined and steps taken to minimize its impact. Prelimimuy indications are that the shifting background
contributes considerably more to the distorting process than the statistical component. This is especially true in the
generation of the true outliers.

To test the magnitude of the distorting effect caused by a shifting neutron background in one specific case, a 4-gram
uranium standard was placed near the center of the 55-gallon drum standard (see figure 2) and three’% standards of
known strength were obtained to provide the source of variable neutron flux. (Of course, the relative magnitude of the
effixt will depend on the mass of the item being measured as well as the strength and timing of the distorting source.) The
average distance of the nearest shufller detector banks from most of the distorting items in the NDA Laboratory was crudely
estimated at behveen 50 and 100 cm (see cart of items to the left of the shufller in figure 1). From figure 3, this corresponds
to a dose rate of about 5 to 6 mrendhr for the’% standards. (Dose rate, which is of course related to flw is the usual way
radiation is measured by health physics technicians in the NDA laborato~. These readings are aflixed to every item in the
laboratory.) A series of five nms was then conducted using the ‘% standards as the variable flux source (shown plotted as
the first run group in figure 4). The first run was done as a control, i.e., there was no nuclear material movement in the
vicinity of the shuiller. Ne~ the three ‘*Pu standards were brought to the left front of the shufller and placed on a cart in
exactly the same manner that nuclear items are normally staged in the laboratory (see figure 1). (The actual dose rate
present at the nearest detector banks of the”shuftler was about 7 to 8 mremihr because another cart was already present
which had three items producing a total of about 2.5 mremlhr at 50 cm.) For the second rux a background was acquired
and then all the source nuclear material was moved away during the delayed neutron counting. As expect@ the second run
is clearly an outlier in the negative dkxtion. The converse was done for the third run which generated an outlier of
approximate equal magnitude in the positive directiou as expected. In the fourth ruw the ‘*Pu standards and extra cart of
items were left in place for the duration of the entire run. AgaiL as expect~ the results were the same as for the first run
(control). For the fifth rum the standards were moved away after the background was acquired but the cart of less “hot”
items was allowed to remain. This was expected to drive the count rate down but not as much as the second run where both
the standards and additional cart were allowed to remain. As Figure 4 shows, that was indeed the case.
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The second group of five runs was conducted in a manner similar to the first except that the ‘*l% standards were on a cart
with about 1.25 cm of special shieldlng material designed to shield both neutrons and y rays. Here, although the magnitude
is less than in the first grouping, outliers are still generated and 1.25 cm shielding thickness is not adequate. The third and
fourth run groups were done without the ’81% standards. In the third group, the five runs were acquired in a ve~ routine

manner with normal movement of nuclear material. The runs in the fourth group were acquired with no nuclear material
movement at all. Although no outliers were generated in the third group, the standard deviation was increased by a factor
of 2 to 3 over that of the fourth (control) group. In fac~ for the 4-gmIn uranium standard case tested here, the relative
standard deviations for the four groups are the following: 287%, 98Y0, 25’Yo,and 9%, respectively. The third group
represents the most realistic situation because the flux normally changes partway through the background and/or delayed
neutron counting and the standard deviation is accordingly increased.

2.2.2 Solution
The best long-term solution for the shifting nuetron background is either to redesign the acquisition sofhvare such that a
background is acquired throughout the run or add additional neutron shielding. Other nonengineered fixes such as
controlling the movement and location of the potential source nuclear material would not be viable because of space
constraints and the large volume of activity in the NDA Laboratory. For the 22 drums measured here, the challenge was
met by simply acquiring a series of replicate runs, anywherefrom 3 to 15, on each drum. By comparing these runs with
similar runs acquired overnight and on weekends when nuclear material movement was vew minimal, it was easy to
identitJ the outliers and badly distorted data.

One approach to addressing the statistical issue might be as simple as minor software modification. For example, the
difference behveen the gross rate and the background rate, which is just the delayed neutron rate, could be compared with
the background rate. If the ratio were ever less than a certain limit to be determined empirically, the assay could be
programmedto switch to a mode where a series of replicate assays would be performed. The average, or other appropriate
statistical tests, cmdd be used to eliminate any outliers or badly distorted data and a new average computed. Of course, the
aforementioned experiments would have to be conducted to determine optimum parameter settings to achieve appropriate or
reasonable error bounds.

2.3 Matrices
The primary requirement for obtaining mass values from the corrected count-rate data was, of course, to calibrate the
shufller. The challenge was to locate representative matrix material for the chum standard. This was a daunting task
because little was known about the TRU-waste drum matrices. Only general categories were given such as “glassy
“nomctinide metil,” and “nonspecific,” which could be anything noncombustible. A number of questions ndurally arose.

For example, if the drum standard were to be loaded with a nomctinide metal mati could that matrix also be used for the
glass matrices? Could it be used for the nonspecific category? How much bias would be introduced? For that matter, how
much effect could slight matrix variations within a given mati category have on the final result?

This challenge was met by utilizing the flux monitor results5’8. The flux monitor ratio provides a measure of the
hydrogenousness of the measured item. Because the hydrogenous content is the primruy bias driver, the flux monitor ratio
is a very important indicator for determining the effwt of the matrix on the count rate. Fortunately, flux monitor results
were available for all the drum measurements because they were a part of the data package that accompanied every run
written to the computer disk. It was a simple matter to extract that information offline and tabulate the results.

2.3.1 Flux monitor rcsuIts
The flux monitor ratios for the TRU-waste drums and standards are plotted in figure 5. Most of the 22 drums reside in
matrix categories 3 and 4: Category 3 is nonactinide metal with 13 drums and category 4 is nonspecific with 5 drums.
Catego~ 5, glass, has only 2 drums and categories 1 and 2, combustible matrices, have 1 drum each. Only categories 3 and
4 have enough drums to determine a meaningfid standard deviation of the flux ratio within the categoV. This range of the
flux ratios is shown plotted like error bars.

These results were very encouraging because all the noncombustible categories ranged around a flux ratio of 1.4. This
implied that one set of matrix material could be used in the drum standard to represent the entirety of the noncombustible



matrices with a resulting enhancement in the uncertainty that would be well within the uncertainty generated by any
attempt to correct for the matrix differences. The two combustible drums could be corrected separately*.

Catego~ 6 contained the empty drum standard and categov 7 the uranium oxide m standards and the empty assay
chamber, One very surprising result was that the empty drum standard exhibited the same flux monitor ratio as the TRU-
waste drums. If this were indeed true, then perhaps no matrix material would be needed in the dmm standard. But why
should the empty drum standard have essentially the same flux monitor ratio as the TRU-waste drums? Why should the
empty metal drum standard have a flux ratio considerably larger than the ratios of the small uranium oxide can standards or
the-empty chamber? To answer these perplexing questions, a separate study was undertaken.
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2.3.2 Drum dolly study
Because the drum standard is entirely metal, the only factor which could possibly have affected the flux ratio was the dollv
holding the drum. That dolly, shown in Figure 1, is seen leaningagainst the closedshtdller doors. It is a specially design&
polyethylene-bottomed dolly which came with the instrument. In cent.r@ a normal drum dolly is shown just in front of the
special dolly, The normal dolly is all metal except for the plastic wheels. The all-metal stand used for the U308 can

standards is shown just to the left.

To test the effat of the lxvodollies on the flux ratio, each was measured separately along with the empty assay chamber as a
control. The results are shown in the first grouping, “No DrunL” in figure 6. Clearly, the special polyethylene-bottomed
dolly is producing all the flux ratio. The regular drum dolly and the empty chamber are essentially equivalent. Just to be
sure, the measurements were repeated with the empty standard drum on each of the dollies as well as by itself, i.e., no dolly.
The results, shown in the next grouping, “Empty DrmL” are the same as the first case with just the dollies. Ag~ the
special dolly is producing all the flux ratio.

Because the TRU-waste drums were all measured on the special dolly, the approximate flux ratio of 1.4 could undoubtedly
be attributed to that dolly. To be certaiz a couple of the drums, one with a glass matrix and one with metal, were picked at
random and remeasured. The results, again shown in figure 6, prove that the dolly was the cause of the flux ratio.
Unfortunately, because of the range of flux ratios from category 3 in figure 5, the randomly chosen metal-matrix drum was
not one of the more illustrative examples that could have been picked. Nevertheless, the point is clearly proven. The good
news was that noncombustible matxix material didn’t have to be loaded into the standard -, in fac~ no matrix material
was needed (this is also consistent with the flux monitor and count-rate resuh shown for an empty drum and a metal
(noncombustible) matrix in reference 8). The bad news was that there may have been a positional flux dependence
introduced by the dolly which would cause a concomitant positional dependence in the count rate. The etlkct of this would
be to degrade the accuracy. This is discussed in the next section.



3. CALIBRATION
Since the TRU-waste dmms contained both uranium and plutonhuw the shu.filer had to be calibrated in the active mode for
both nuclides because both have fission cross sections and emit delayed neutronss. However, the plutonium mass was
actually determined by measuring coincident neutrons in the passive mode because plutonium has a relatively large
spontaneous fission cross section. In fac~ due to the large neutron background from the spontaneous fissioning, any attempt
to measure the delayed neutrons of plutonium for assay purposes would result in much less accuracy and precision.
Furthermore, because uraidum has an extremely small spontaneous fission cross sectiou the passive measurement permits a
natural separation of the plutonium count rate from that of the uranium. The active-mode calibration for plutonium then
provides the link to separate the plutonium from the uranium in the active-mode measurement. The calibration results for
uranium and plutonium are summarized in table 1.

Table 1
FINAL CALIBRATION SUMMARY

Mass , Ave CCR Si~a ccR/g Precision Accuracy Approx Error*
235U(g) (C/s) (CJs-g) Std Dev ?40Std Std Dev %Std Std Dev %Std Dev

Dev Dev

Uranium
0.0001 0.441 0.431 I 1.171 263.941 I

1 I I
,— -.--,

. .. .. I . ..- 1
..-. I ---- 1

0.495 2.51 0.51 5.07 1.161 46.28! I r20.ool 1.26 50.20
0949 4.44 0.54 4.68 1.36 30.68 [20.00] 1.62 36.49
1.981 8.88 0.45 4.48 2.92 32.88 [20.00] 3.42 38.51
4.066 1711 0.63 4.21 2.98 22.98 5.03 29.41, 5.85 34.19----- 1

-----
1

---- I .. —- 1 —.. — I
—— ..-

1 ---- I —. ..-

8.0991 32.001 0.541 3.951 [10.00] 6.
J J

.44 20.12 7.19 22.47

16.1611 62.551 0.55] 3.871 [10.00] ~*%z32 k$&@3w 13.60 21.74..>>,,,..+..,, ~. ./....A+A..%
w@@g g+~$q$$$~’ 15.38 11.6832.3641 131.641 0.681 4.071 2.3 II 1.731-..-— . .. .. ——.

40.4501 155.671 0.691 3.85! I [1.501 I 21.981 14.121 22.101 14.201

60.681 258.65 0.81 4.26 2.78 1.17 29.88 11.55 30.01 11.60

80.881 380.27 0.94 4.70 [1.00] 49.67 13.06 49.82 13.10

101.129 452.53 1.25 4.47 17.10 3.78 63.29 13.99 65.56 14.49
~

PIutonium I
0.000 0.44 0.43 1.17 263.94

0.484 2.38 0.58 4.92 0.89 37.24 [20.00] 1.01 42.41

0.951 3.22 0.77 3.39 3.57 110.98 [20.00] 3.63 112.66

2.953 10.95 1.03 3.71 [40.00] 2.52 23.02 5.05 46.15

5.002 13.26 1.35 2.65 6.18 46.58 5.90 44.53 8.54 64.44

10.062 20.00 1.72 1.99 [40.00] [30.00] 10.00 50.00

20.037 30.90 2.44 1.54 [30.00] [20.00] 11.14 36.06
40.076 49.80 3.37 1.24 [20.00] [20.00] 14.09 28.28

72.119 107.13 4.66 1.49 12.50 11.67 [12.00] 17.93 16.74
142.294 243.97 ‘6.34 1.71 18.72 7.67 [12.00] 34.65 14.20

The quadrature sum of the precision and accuracy. The values in brackets were assum~ based
Inexperience. An additional 10°/0was added to the radial only cases. I



The active-mode calibration data were acquired utilizing the uranium capsules and dnun standard described in reference 7,
“along with Performance Demonstration Program (PDP) plutonium Capsulesg; no matrix material was used in the drum
standard (see 2.3.2). Because the special polyethylene-bottomed drum dolly(discussedin23.2 and shown in figure 1) had
been used for all the TRU-waste drum measurements and because there was strong reason to suspect that a count rate
dependence on position would exk% the special dolly was also used during the calibrationdata acquisition. In order to
determine if any positional count-rate dependence was present the calibration was established as a function of height and
radius by varying the positions of the capsules throughout the drum in a manner very similar to that described in reference
8. Because the PDP capsules weren’t designed for the drum standard used here, they wouldn’t fit into the tubes and had to
be taped into position along the tubes (figure 2 shows a taped PDP standard along with a uranium capsule being loaded into
a tube). As expected, a positional dependence was discovered. The count rate in the bottom third of the drum was roughly
a factor of two larger than in the upper section. This, of course, degraded the accuracy considerably and had to be used in
the error propagation (see accuracy column in table 1).
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The plotted results, along with the linear fitting coefficients, are displayed in figures 7 and 8. The data were fitted linearly
using a curve-fitting routine based on the Deming method’”. The accuracy information was coupled with the counting
statistics (precision) to determine the approximate total error (table 1). This is the error plotted in figures 7 and 8. The
coupling was done by a quadrature sum. It might have been more statistically proper to do a simple sum instead because
the accuracy is a systematic-type uncertainty. However, the find mass uncertainties would probably not change much rm~
in any case, a more thorough statistical analysis of this work is planned for the iMure. Finally, the corrected count rate per
gram (CCR/g) column for plutonium shows a continual decrease up to about 72 g. Of course, this is also reflected in figure
8. This effkct is most likely caused by self-shielding of the neutrons because at the lower masses the standards were more
tightly clumped together. At the higher values there were more standards present which had to be spread out more. A
slight hint of this bend is exhibited in figure 7 also.

.4. MASS RESULTS
The procedure for obtaining the final uranium mass resdts was simply to apply the calibrations to the corrected count rate
data. The plutonium masses were determined directly from thermal neutron coincidence counting using the passive mode
of the shutller. The NBC thermal neutron Counterc was used for corroboration. These plutonium masses were converted to
count rates using the active-mode plutonium calibration in figure 8. These count rates were then subtracted from the
measured delayed neutron rates and the resulting rates were converted to “effective” ‘~ masses utilizing the uranium
calibration shown in figure 7. The measured efkctive’~ masses were then uncoupled into ‘“MUand’~ masses.

The ‘SU masses are called “effective” masses because they contain a fissiomble ‘*U component as well as the ‘5U an~
since the shufller cannot distinguish the source of delayed neutrons, both components were in the measured results. Had the
‘5U enrichment of the TRU-waste in the drums matched that of the calibration standards, then the ‘*U component would

have been “built into” the calibration and would have been a nonissue here. However, as can easily be guess@ since this is



the real worl~ such was not “thecase. In fac~ the ‘5U enrichments differed in every case from that of the calibration

standards (92. 110A),ranging from 0.71 l% (so-called normal uranium) to over 97’%0.(R should be pointed out that these
enrichments were taken directly from the Los Alamos material accountability safeguards system and not determined by
separate measurement.) In order to use the uranium calibration at the single enrichment of the standards, the delayed
neutron contribution from the ‘*U had to be taken into account. One of the most difficult challenges was determining the
best was to accomplish this.

4.1 Uncoupling calculation
The method developed here for using the calibration at the single enrichment of 92.1 l% to uncouple the ‘5U effkctive

“ ‘OtilUand ‘SU masses at the vmious enrichments of the TRU-waste in the chums was to express the’~masses into their
effective mass as a function of the enrichment of the total uranium mass. l%e~ by making appropriate adjustments to the
‘*U componeng it became possible to calculate the ‘“MUfrom the ‘W effective mass. The ‘W mass then simply reduced
to its fractional enrichment of the ‘“MUmass. The functional relation can be expressed in the following mannec

235ue&= ‘“MU* ~~ + (1-ENR)*(O.365)*(ABI)] , (1)

where ‘5Uer is the effective ‘5U mass, ‘“tiU is ~m of the 235Uand ‘*U components, ENR is the ‘% enrichment as a

fractional percentage, 1-ENR is the ‘*U fractional percentage, 0.365 is the (Z8U /‘@ conversion factor, and ABI is the
‘*U fractional adjustment.

As already indicated, the ‘5U.ff is just the mass value obtained from applying the uranium calibration of figure 7 to the
delayed neutron count rate. From equation (1) the total uranium is easily obtained and then the total, multiplied by the
fractional 23SUenrichmen~ gives the ‘5TJ ~ntent. The conversion factor, obtained from known fission cross sections and
delayed neutron rates’ 1, relates the ‘*U mass to its equivalent ‘5U v~ue as measurd on the shuffler. The most difficult

fictor to calcuIate was the ‘*U ftactionrd adjustment. The adjustment was necessary because the calibration already has
some ‘*U built into it from the standards, and this must be taken into account to achieve maximum accuracy. For example,
it can easily be seen that ABI should be close to zero for enrichment values close to those of the standards (92.1 I’XO). For
enrichments much less, AIM should be close to the enrichment of the calibration standards. The challenge was finding the
dependence as a function of enrichment.

Clearly, simply ignoring the ‘*U term by setting ABI equal to zero would introduce very large errors in the ‘“MU
calculation in the low enrichment range. On the other han& including all the ‘*U component by setting AM equal to
0.9211 would overshoot at the high enrichment en~ although this would introduce much less error overall than simply
ignoring the term. The best result proved to be the following:

ABI = (0.9211 -ENR) /(1 -ENR). (2)

This is the equation of a hyperbola and makes physical sense because, in order to keep the ‘5U / ‘“MU linear, more ‘*U has
to be added back per incremental enrichment change in the high enrichment range than in the ‘low. Also, the fictional
dependence is correct at both enrichment bounds, i.e., 0.00 and 92. 11’XO.In additio~ it can easily be shown that an error
much less than 1°Ais introduced by setting AEI equal to zero for enrichments greater than 92.110/o. Therefore, for the
measurements made here, AM in equation (2) was used for enrichments less than that of the standards and set to zero for
enrichments greater than 92.1 I’XO.

4.2 Results
For completeness, the final measurement results are presented in tables 2 and 3. The plutonium and uranium results in
table 2 were obtained from the shufller instrument. The same uranium measurements were used in table 3 but the
plutonium masses were obtained from the thermal neutron counter (TNC)6. While the general trends in the plutonium
results from the two tables compare reasonably well, there are some differences, especially in the lower mass range.
Although a few possible causes are suggested here, none have yet been empirically identified. A few of these potential
contributes are the persistently larger plutonium sigma values of the TNC, a large neutron background flux in the region of
the TNC, and known efficiency ditRerences in the assay chambers of the two instruments. Clearly, additional effort is
needed in this area.
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H#
I 1 I 5.981 96.001 19 ‘

3 9.00 0.71 138.008 0.971 0.704 1.61 0.36 10.65 226.30 50.01 10.6
4 11.99 97.61 3.072 0.098 3.190 118.48 10.93 9.23 121.38 11.20 9.23
5 6.00 97.30 5.263 0.304 5.776 11.07 2.43 21.95 11.38 2.50 21.95
6 11.97 51.79 26.608 0.421 1.582 80.61 17.77 10.52 155.65 34.31 10.52
7 11.99 96.00 0.198 0.063 31.886 17.48 1.65 9.43 18.21 1.72 9.43
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42.34 4.29 10.12 43.65 4.42 10.12
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9 11.99 97.00 0.429 0.060 13.995 1.72 1.44 83.81 1.78 1.49 83.81
10 11.99 51.79 1.013 0.071 7.010 2.33 0.49 21.24 4.50 0.96 21.24
11 11.99 97.00 1.066 0.077 7.226 1.77 1.33 74.97 1.83 1.37 74.97
12 11,99 4.60 0.704 0.047 6.676 0.93 0.10 10.71 20.18 2.16 10.71
13 11.99 97.60 0.622 0.035 5.623 14.66 1.39 9.51 15.02 1.43 9.51
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16 11.99 4.60 1.5891 0.0921 5.7891 0.681 0.161 14.211

I 17 I 6.001 J!w!J-

1 I I 1 I

.491 29.611 10.48 409.52 90.16 10.48
14.74 3.54 14.21

0.6771 0.0691 10.192I 0.321 0.761 239.14 0.33 0.78 239.14
18 I 6.001 96.00 1.9361 0.068 3.5121 12.77 1.25 9.76 13
19 6.001 97.00 0.1521 0.031 20.3951 0.00 0.16 WB$

.311 1.301 9.761

The sigma values reported for the uncertainty in the total plutonium masses are from calculations based solely on counting
statistics. The uncertainties for the uranium measurements, on the other han~ arise from a number of sour=, e.g.,
counting statistics, the conversion of the plutonium mass to count rate, the uranium and plutonium calibrations,
enrichments differing from the standards, an~ in special cases, uncertainties due to combustible matices and multiple
enrichments. For the most pm these various terms were summed in quadrature. A more complete statistical analysis
plamed for the fiture may reveal better ways to propagate these sources.

Space limitations preelude a detailed discussion of the analysis of each drum. Therefore, only a few of the more salient
features will be pointed out (the additional information will be archived in a forthcoming Los Alamos National Laboratory
Report). One of the more impo~t f&Xures to note is the multiple enrichments of drums 8, 14, and 22. Briefly, these
enrichments were separated out by utilizing mass information available on the Los Alamos material accountability system.
This enabled mass fractional percentages to be calculated for each enrichment which in ~ permitted the analysis to be
done separately for each enrichment. Drums 1 and 22 had combustible matrices. Those corrections were done based on
guidance from reference 8. Unfortunately, the corrections caused an approximate 3570 increase in the uranium
uncertainties. Flnrdly, the cause for the very large Y. sigmas for drums 10 and 19 in table 3 is unknown at present. A
number of possibilities could account for the anomoly electronic power surge, large background change, cosmic rays,
momentary malfimctioning of any number of components, etc. If the opportunity arises, these drums will be remeasured on
the TNC.
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Table 3
FINAL MEASUREMENT RESULTS - Plutonium Measured on Thermal Neutron Counter (TNC)

# Enrichment (?Ao) Total PIutonium 235 Uranium Total Uranium
240Pu ‘Su Mass(g) Sigma ?40Sigma Mass@ Unc YOUnc Mass(g) Unc O/OUnc

1 5.98 96.00 21.749 0.697 3.205 46.15 16.71 36.20 48.07 17.40 36.20
2 9.00 0.71 153.498 1.502 0.979 2.19 0.49 10.90 308.48 68.55 10.90
3 9.00 0.71 131.286 1.224 0.932 1.66 0.37 10.62 233.75 51.63 10.62
4 11.99 97.61 4.297 0.317 7.377 118.01 10.89 9.23 120.90 11.16 9.23
5 6.00 97.30 5.373 1.527 28.420 11.03 2.49 22.61 11.34 2.56 22.61
6 11.97 51.79 26.505 0.577 2.177 80.65 17.77 10.52 155.71 34.32 10.52
7 11.99 96.00 0.640 0.178 27.824 17.31 1.63 9.44 18.03 1.70 9.44

J

8 6.04& 97.00 2.135 1.171 54.857 41.90 4.27 10.20 43.20 4.40 10.20
11.99

9 11.99 97.00 0.709 0.508 71.671 1.62 1.45 90.00 1.67 1.50 90.00
10 11.99 51.79 0.159 0.739 464.149 2.58 0.53 20.46 4.98 1.02 20.46

11 11.99 97.00 1.611 0.493 30.596 1.57 1.34 85.53 1.61 1.38 85.53
12 11.99 4.60 1.102 0.195 17.694 0.91 0.10 10.73 19.76 2.12 10.73
13 11.99 97.60 1.521 0.195 12.819 14.32 1.37 9.54 14.67 1.40 9.54
14 2102 &11.99 ;7 ~, 0.300 0.205 68.286 34.70 3.79 10.92 36.01 3.93 10.92

7,.”1 I

15 11.99 32.84 0.899 0.206 22.922 134.33 29.58 10.48 409.06 90.06 10.48
16 11.99 4.60 2.146 0.335 15.613 0.65 0.16 14.50 14.16 3.43 14.50
17 6.00 97.00 0.819 0.493 60.195 0.26 0.78 295.93 0.27 0.81 295.93
18 6.00 96.00 2.179 0.616 28.270 12.68 1.26 9.94 13.21 1.31 9.94

97.00 0.329 L020 310.030 0.00 0.42 mg 0.00 0.43 ~g$$$$$$
446 123 27.53 4.75 1.31 27.53
2.96 0.71 23.81 3.05 0.73 23.81

19 6.00
20 11.99 94.00 1.4181 o.234i 165071

21 11.99 97.00 0.8091 0.1711 21.149]
1 ------ I . ..- , ---- —. .-

122 I 11.9!9 51.79& 4.624 0.206 4.455 110.36 40.33 36.54 187.02 68.34 36.54
I I 97.00

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
llvenly-two TRU-waste drums containing mixturesof uranium and plutonium embeddedmostly in dense, noncombustible
matrices were measured on the active-passive‘2Cf shuffler instrument recently installed and certiikd at the plutonium
facilityat Los Alamos.The plutonium contentwas also measuredon a thermal neutron counter in order to comparewith the
shuffler. Results with reasonable uncertainties were achievable as long as environmental and resource limitations were
properly taken into account, For example, data distortions caus~ by shifting neutron backgrounds were addressed by
performing replicate measurements on every drum. Any outliers or badly distorted data were elhninated. A lack of
sufficient calibration standards spanning the neeessary enrichment range was treated by developing a theoretical method to
uncouple the ‘SU and ‘“MU from the various uranium enrichments. The plutonium uncertainties were based on counting
statistics. Multip!e emor source terms, outlined in this repor4 were coupled together to form the final uranium
uncertainties. A more thorough statistical analysis is planned for the fiture.

Perhaps one of the more important results from this effont wti the knowledge gained to point the way to making fiture
improvements in the measurement capability of the shuffler. For example, plans are already undenvay to add additional
polyethylene shielding around the base perimeter of the instrument. This should eliminate all future data outliers caused by
a varying neutron background flux and, in general, greatly reduce the data distortions experienced here. In additiow a set of
uranium drum standards with enrichments spanning the entire range has recently been aeqnired. These standards will not
otdy permit checking the theory and results here but will also provide the capability to measure uranium at different
enrichments without the tedious off-line calculations. A recalibration is also planned in the near fiture with the regular
drum dolly, i.e., not the polyethylene dolly used here. This should improve the accuracy considerably. Of course, all fiture
drums will be measured on regular dollies.
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The effort measuring and analyzing the drums has revealed the need for fiuther investigation in a few areas. One subject
which has been totally ignored concerns potential uranium-plutonium intemctions. Because plutonium spontaneously
fissions, it is possible, in principle, for those emitted neutrons to induce fissions in the uranium. These interactions were
briefly investigated at Los Alamos several years ago using mixed oxide (MOX) standards. From the results of that effo~ it
was expected, based on the relatively low levels of plutonium and uranium in the TRU-wasteand the fact that the uranium-
plutonium mixtures were not as intimately combined as in the MOX standards, that the effect would be minimal. In fac~ a
few prelimimuy measurements with some of the uranium and plutonium standard ~psules used here for calibration
indicated no efkct. Nevertheless, due to the potential for measurable effects, the matter should be studied fiwther. Ne~
although most of the matrices were classified as noncombustible, a small range in the flux ratios were still observed (see
figure 5). The question is how much effect this small variance has on the corrected count rate and thus the uncertainty.
This matter should be investigated an~ if warrantq a new error source term should be added to the list for the uranium
uncertainty. Finally, a study should be undertaken to establish the exact causes for the differences in the plutonium mass
results between the shufller and the TNC in the low-mass range.
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